
科目属性　Subject Attribute

科目名  Course Title Advanced Lecture on Cognitive Psychology

単位数  Credit 2

代表教員 Instructor in charge

授業回数　Class frequency

【テーマ・サブタイトル Sub-title】

【講義の目的・内容  Lecture purpose and content】

【学修到達目標 Learning objective】

【講義スケジュール Lecture schedule】
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It is necessary to understand human cognitive process when a person understands the process of receiving information and sending it.
In this lecture, the deeper mechanism of thought and language is lectured as well as surveying basic cognitive process. And as
cognitive psychology is much related with an interaction design, human interaction is explained from the psychological side.
Furthermore, the cognitive process of the aged people that cannot be missed to deal with the problem of the aging society which Japan
will has in the future is expounded.

The arrival target of this subject is as follows;
(1) Recognition: being able to explain human cognitive behavior.
(2) Manner: handling properly the prior and subsequent learning every week.
(3) Skill: being able to reflect human cognitive property in the design of human interfaces.

1st: Guidance and the history of research about human cognition
2nd: Human perception and cognition
3rd: Visual system
4th: Dimensions of vision
5th: Auditory system
6th: Dimension of sound
7th: Pattern recognition
8th: Data-driven and conceptually driven processing
9th: Attention
10th: Sensory memory
11th: Short-term memory
12th: Long-term memory
13th: Representation of knowledge
14th: Mental images
15th: Storing information



【指導方法 Instructional method】

【事前・事後学習（Supplementary Individual Study）】

【成績評価の方法・基準 Assessment method】

【受講要件　Requirement of attending a lecture】

【テキスト Textbooks】

【参考書 Reference book】

【関連分野・関連科目 Related fields and subject】

【その他 Others】

【リンク　URL Links】

Having basic knowledge about the human perception and recognition.
Having basic knowledge about human interface.

All lessons are held at class room.
We evaluate the competency at the beginning and the end of a semestar. We employ IPA standard as competency criteria. In this
course, particularly, we emphasize problem analysis skills, problem solving skills,  self-learning skills. We will aim to grow such human
skills.

Some problems are given and subsequent learning is assigned every lecture.
The subsequent learning includes problems of the prior learning.

The Assessment judges an arrival degree of the arrival target generally and it is ranked from S to D based on the assessment standard
of this graduate school. Specifically, a report contributes to the evaluation by 100%.

The material is distributed appropriately.

P. H. Lindsay, "An Introduction to Psychology, Cap.1-Cap.11".
The suitable reference books are appropriately introduced.
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